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why trade in pollution? 
World Bank commends  

‘impeccable’ logic

DATE: December 12, 1991
TO: Distribution
FR: Lawrence H. Summers

‘I think the economic logic behind dumping 
a load of toxic waste in the lowest wage 
country is impeccable and we should face 
up to that… Africa is vastly underpolluted’
(preparing for original Rio Earth Summit, secret memo of Bank chief 
economist Larry Summers, later US Treasury Secretary and Obama’s
economic manager – full memo: www.whirledbank.org)



Brazilian environment minister José Lutzenberger: 

“Your reasoning is 

perfectly logical

but totally insane.”
Collor fired Lutzenberger; Summers became US Treasury 

Secretary, President of Harvard and Obama’s economic czar



‘wisely use natural resources 

while supporting the robust 

growth developing countries 

still need… [to move the 

economy] away from 

suboptimalities and increase 

efficiency – and hence 

contribute to short-term 

growth – while protecting the 

environment.’ 

May 2012

not mentioned by Bank:

* financial speculation in 

commodities and nature, 

* export-led growth, or 

* irrationality of so much 

international trade, 

including wasted bunker 

fuel for shipping



at the Centre for Civil Society, 
we don’t agree, so we helped 
make a film (1.5 million views):

www.storyofcapandtrade.org



film critique of carbon trading 

www.storyofcapandtrade.org



but banks are 

desperate
UK Climate Change Minister 

Greg Barker, 2010:
"We want the City of 

London, with its unique 

expertise in innovative 

financial products, to 

lead the world and 

become the global hub 

for green growth finance. 

We need to put the sub-

prime disaster behind us"



but the sub-prime disaster isn’t going away



Source: IMF, Global Financial Stability Report, April 2010

neither are derivatives or ‘Quantitative Easing’ bailouts



wealthy governments’ debt 

reaches (political) ceiling

vast increase 

mainly reflects 

bailout of US 

and European 

banks in late 

2008



financiers now desperate to

commodify everything



we think of 
carbon 

trading as 
‘privatising 

the air’:

how 
does 

carbon 
trading 
work?



in 1997, US vice-president Al Gore 
(later a carbon trader) pushed for 

Kyoto to include emissions markets

Gore continued to fib:    
‘The European Union has 
adopted this US innovation 
and is making it work 
effectively there.’ (An Inconvenient Truth, p. 252) 

carbon trading gamble:

in exchange for Washington’s support
(promise broken by 95-0 vote in US Senate, 1998)



impossible to finance renewable 
energy with such low carbon prices

emissions market crashes, 2008-12 
2009 VAT fraud, 2010 resale fraud, 2011 theft-closure

does EU carbon trading 
‘work effectively’?



The Bavarian Stock Exchange will cease its emissions certificate trading 

operations on 30 June 2012. After the volume of trading on European 

stock exchanges has plunged to practically zero in recent months, 

emissions trading lacks the preconditions necessary to establish 

liquid trading operations. Numerous reasons have been cited for 

the decline, ranging from the waves of emissions certificate theft 

and VAT fraud that devastated the image of emissions trading to 

the plunge in trading prices when a glut of largely free certificates 

swamped the market. "In its present form, emissions trading is not 

accepted by the market. Given the situation in Brussels, the uncertainty caused by 

the Eurozone debt crisis and the gloomy economic prospects ahead, we do not anticipate 

that politicians will take rapid action to adjust framework conditions", stated Dr. Christine 

Bortenlänger, Director of Bayerische Börse AG. http://www.bayerische-boerse.de/greenmarket/presse.html

Munich, May 22, 2012 

Bavarian Stock Exchange 

announces exit from emissions trading



What went wrong

with the ETS?



Can IETA 

defend ETS?



http://cdmscannotdeliver.wordpress.com

how is carbon trading 

affecting Africa?



http://cdmscannotdeliver.wordpress.com

Many sites of emissions in Africa – e.g., 

methane from rotting rubbish in 

landfills, flaring of gas from oil 

extraction, coal-burning electricity 

generation, coal-to-liquid and gas-to-

liquid petroleum refining, 

deforestation, decomposed vegetation 

in tropical dams – require urgent 

attention, as do the proliferation of 

‘false solutions’ to the climate crisis 

such as mega-hydro power, tree 

plantations and biofuels. Across Africa, 

the CDM subsidizes all these 

dangerous for-profit activities, making 

them yet more advantageous to 

multinational corporations which are 

mostly based in Europe, the US or 

South Africa.

CDM players

Niger Delta gas flaring

Tanzanian timber
plantations

Ugandan forests 
and plantations

Mozambican fuel-switch

DRC mega-dam
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Many sites of emissions in Africa – e.g., 

methane from rotting rubbish in 

landfills, flaring of gas from oil 

extraction, coal-burning electricity 

generation, coal-to-liquid and gas-to-

liquid petroleum refining, 

deforestation, decomposed vegetation 

in tropical dams – require urgent 

attention, as do the proliferation of 

‘false solutions’ to the climate crisis 

such as mega-hydro power, tree 

plantations and biofuels. Across Africa, 

the CDM subsidizes all these 

dangerous for-profit activities, making 

them yet more advantageous to 

multinational corporations which are 

mostly based in Europe, the US or 

South Africa.

Report contents:
• Chapter One sets the context for the carbon markets and 

the CDM mechanism, revealing its continuing price collapse 

and gloomy future prospects. 

• Chapter Two maps the players in CDM markets and 

voluntary schemes.

Chapters Three through Eight are the case studies, 

beginning with South Africa’s pilot CDM fraud and 

environmental racism in Durban’s Bisasar Road landfill 

methane-electricity project, along with similar trends in 

Egypt. 

• Chapter Four dissects the case of Nigerian CDM corruption 

of local governance, especially where oil companies are 

receiving subsidies for reducing their Niger Delta gas flaring 

– an act which by law they are prohibited from doing in the 

first place. 

• Chapter Five addresses the emergence of trees, plantations 

and forests within CDM financing debates, with cases from 

Uganda, Mozambique, the DRC, Tanzania and Kenya. 

• Chapter Six is about two failed CDM proposals both 

involving exploitation of Mozambique’s gas reserves.

• Chapter Seven discusses the way mega-dams are being 

lined up for CDM status, with case studies from Ethiopia 

and the DRC. 

• Chapter Eight considers the rise of the Kenyan and 

Mozambican Jatropha biofuel industries



Source: http://cdmpipeline.org/cdm-projects-region.htm

where are Clean Development Mechanism projects funded?



China and India have been garnering 60%+ of CDM projects



CDMs ‘cannot deliver the money’ to Africa
Source: http://cdmpipeline.org/cdm-projects-region.htm





Bisasar Road
conversion of 

methane-to-electricity 
at environmentally-

racist toxic dump 

Africa’s largest landfill 
placed in black residential 

suburb (Clare Estate) by 
apartheid; municipality 

refused to close it thanks 
to World Bank 2002 

investment hype:
WB Prototype Carbon Fund 
emissions reductions credits

Durban, South Africa: 
$15 million CDM pilot

Sajida Khan’s 
family home



Sajida Khan (1952-2007)
though felled by cancer from dump, she had co-
hosted ‘Durban Group for Climate Justice’ (2004) 

and her challenge to Bisasar methane flaring 
temporarily rebuffed World Bank in 2005

project went ahead in 2008 even though 
DSW’s ‘additionality’ claim was a lie!



Conclusion to report by Centre 
for Civil Society & Dartmouth 
College for

"the system should be 

decommissioned and at 

minimum, a moratorium be placed 

on further crediting until the 

profound structural and 

implementation flaws are 

confronted. The damage done by 

CDMs to date should be included in 

calculations of the ‘climate debt’ 

that the North owes the South, with 

the aim of having victims of CDMs 

compensated appropriately."







helping to make UNFCCC 

CDM policy: Valli Moosa
• Bisasar Rd landfill was internally approved in early 2000s 

when Moosa was SA’s environment minister;
• Moosa should have fought environmental racism by shutting Bisasar Rd 

and compensating victims, instead of approving CDM thus keeping it open;

• Moosa then became chair of Eskom and was also ruling party’s Finance 

Committee member – acting ‘improperly’ (SA Public Protector’s office) 

when approving $8 billion Medupi coal-fired plant crony contract that 

rewards ANC … while Hitachi/ANC boilers will be delivered 

a year late, thus threatening wave of power blackouts;

• in addition to corruption and extreme contributions to 

climate change, Eskom also proposed Medupi for CDM;

• Moosa is in conflict of interest in many respects and should not be 

permitted to chair or serve on any UNFCCC CDM Policy Dialogue panel  
http://www.cdmpolicydialogue.org/panel



Moosa’s approach unveiled in

South Africa’s CDM Policy
Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism 
National Climate Change Response Strategy, September 2004

‘It should be understood up-front 

that CDM primarily presents a 

range of commercial opportunities, 

both big and small. This could be a 

very important source of foreign 

direct investment...’





SA offers world’s cheapest electricity to 
metals smelters - phase-out needed!

Eskom bragged in 2009 
annual report, though as a 

result, $1.2bn 2009-10 losses!















Major sites for neoliberal plus 
sustainable dev. discourses 



UNFCCCUNFCCCUNFCCCUNFCCC

structural 
problem:
national 

self-interest
at UN COPs



eight fatal flaws of carbon trading
• inventing property right to pollute is effectively ‘privatizing air’, a 

moral dilemma  given unprecedented inequality;

• GHGs have non-linear impact, not reducible to commodity exchange  
(a tonne of CO2 produced at ‘X’ not same as a tonne reduced at ‘Y’);

• the corporations most guilty of pollution, and the World Bank (most 
responsible for fossil fuel financing), are the market’s driving forces –
and the United Nations is utterly incompetent at regulation;

• many offsets – e.g. monocultural timber plantations, forest 
‘protection’, landfill methane-electricity – devastate local 
communities and ecologies;

• price of carbon in these markets is haywire, not least due to  
corruption, fraud and theft – with no prospect of regulation;

• dangerous potential for markets to become multi-trillion dollar 
speculative bubbles, similar to other exotic financial instruments;

• encourages small incremental shifts, distracting us from big changes 
needed  across economy, energy, transport, consumption, disposal;

• ‘market solutions for market failure’ is not an appropriate ideology 
after the world’s worst-ever financial market failure



Gcina Makoba on Inanda 

and the origins of rubbish



service delivery



Skippers,are we being skipped or……



we are to skip……



or it is the division of class?



Who is paying the price?



Environment and the poor



Living  in hope 



HOW????

Collect Buy back centres


